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Abstract
Recently, Yan-Xia Xu, et al. in the article Ref. [Phys. Plasmas 18, 052301 (2011)] have stud-
ied the effects of various plasma parameters on interaction of two ion-acoustic solitary waves in
an unmagnetized three-dimensional electron-positron-ion quantum plasma. They have used the
extended reductive perturbation technique, the so-called, extended Poincare-Lighthill-Kuo (PLK)
technique, to deduce from the model governing the quantum hydrodynamics (QHD) differential
equations leading to the soliton dynamical properties, namely, Korteweg-de Vries evolution equa-
tions (one for each wave) and coupled differential equations describing the phase-shift in trajectories
of solitons due to the two dimensional collision. The variation of the calculated collision phase-
shifts are then numerically inspected in terms of numerous plasma fractional parameters. In this
comment we give some notes specific to the validity of the results of above-mentioned article and
refer to important misconceptions about the use of the Fermi-temperature in quantum plasmas,
appearing in this article and many other recently published ones.
PACS numbers: 52.30.Ex, 52.35.-g, 52.35.Fp, 52.35.Mw
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Recently a major research focus appears on investigation of nonlinear wave propagations
in ultra-cold dense plasmas, so-called the quantum plasmas, due to their applications in
both astrophysical and laboratory [1–3] environments. Many of the investigations using
the quantum hydrodynamics (QHD) model rely on the assumption of complete degeneracy
or the zero-temperature Fermi-gas model with a well defined Fermi energy for the cor-
responding degenerated plasma species. Shukla and Eliasson [4] have given an extensive
review on different aspects of a quantum plasma. Conveniently, the Fermi-energy is defined
through a somehow artificial quantity called the Fermi-temperature (EF = kBTF ) [5] which
of course is not a real physical quantity. Unfortunately, however, we see that this quantity
(or the corresponding fractional parameters) inaccurately appears in the numerical evalu-
ations (or even used to compared to plasma temperatures, for example, TFe/Ti) in many
articles without noticing the fact that this quantity has nothing to do with the physical
plasma temperature. It is becoming widespread (see the references mentioned below) to
evaluate the fractional Fermi-temperatures independently in QHD plasma model. As it is
clearly obvious the Fermi-temperature is just a symbol used to label the highest possible
energy of a particle (Fermi-energy) in a quantum plasma and is related to the number den-
sity of the corresponding quantum plasma specie, n [6]. In the recently published article
[7], we find that the fractional parameters, σ (positron to electron Fermi-temperature ratio)
and µ (positron to electron number-density ratio) should not be treated as independent
plasma parameters, but we have, µ = 1/(1− σ2/3) instead. It has been shown [6] that, such
inaccuracy can lead to completely converse results.
To this end, lets consider the article by E. F. El-Shamy et al. [8] where they have
studied the head-on collision of ion-acoustic waves in an unmagnetized electron-positron-ion
plasma in the framework of one-dimensional Thomas-Fermi approximation for electrons and
positrons and they consider hot isothermal or adiabatic ions. The normalization in their
work clearly indicates a well defined Fermi-energy, EF , which implies that the plasma is in a
fully degenerate state with a very small electron/positron thermal temperature (compared
to the corresponding Fermi-temperatures), i.e. Tthj ≪ TFj (j = e, p), where TFj is the j-
specie Fermi-temperature which is also well defined through the relation TFj = EFj/kB. As
mentioned above, in the fully degenerate configuration, the Fermi-energy and consequently
the Fermi-temperature of each degenerate plasma specie (electron/positron) is fixed via the
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number-density of that specie in the system, through the following relation
TFj =
EFj
kB
=
~
2
2mjkB
(3pi2nj0)
2/d, (1)
where, d is the dimensionality. Using the notations given in Ref. [8] for positron to electron
equilibrium number-density ratio, α = np0/ne0, and electron to positron Fermi-temperature
ratio, σ = TFe/TFp, it is easily concluded from Eq. (1) that the fractional plasma parameters
α and σ are not independent, but, they are related in the form σ = α−2/d as neglected in Ref.
[8]. The preceding argument indicates that one can not fix σ or α and vary independently
the other, as it is employed in Figs. 1, 2 and 3 of Ref. [8]. Also, for example, the value of
α = 0.2 given in Fig. 4 of Ref. [8] should correspond to the value σ = 25 and not the value
σ = 1.
Having in mind that σ = α−2 in the one-dimensional case and borrowing the coeffi-
cients A, B, C and D from Ref. [8], the variations of collision phase-shift with respect to
the fractional positron to electron density, α, and the ion-temperature to electron Fermi-
temperature ratio, σF (with identical values and plot ranges used in Ref. [8]) is shown in
Fig. 1. The plots with labels a, b, c and d in Fig. 1, here, correspond to the Figs. 1, 2, 3
and 4 in Ref. [8], respectively. The solid curves in Fig. 1 (shown here) corresponds to the
adiabatic and the dashed curves refer to the isothermal case.
As it is observed from Fig. 1(a)-1(c), the collision phase-shift increases with increase
in the relative positron density, α, when the fractional ion-temperature, σF , is fixed. It
is also remarked from Fig. 1(a) that, the values of the phase-shift for a given value of α
is comparably lower in adiabatic-ion case relative to that of isothermal one. These result
are quite contrary to the ones given in Figs. 1, 2 and 3 of Ref. [8]. Also, the variation
of phase-shift with respect to σF in the cases of isothermal and adiabatic ions for a fixed
relative positron density, α, is completely converse to the Fig. 4 in Ref. [8].
Unfortunately, the same inaccuracy applies to numerous articles, [9–20].
Concerning the article Ref. [7] the similar problem arises and the authors should revise
all their plots correspondingly, although, even the given plots can not be produced with the
parameters given in article (A, B, C, D, etc. parameters in the article). Another problem
concerning this article is that the values given in the caption of Figs. 1 and 2 for instance
are not consistent with Eq. (A25). Equation (A25) of the article gives imaginary values
for speed, c1, for some range of µ and σ values. This may be due to ignoring of the σ and
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µ relation. It is further noted that, the A, C, D coefficients are not invariant under the
interchange of the two solitons as it should be for a symmetric collision.
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FIG. 1: The variations of collision phase-shift with respect to the fractional positron to electron
density, α (Figs. 1(a-c)), and the ion-temperature to electron Fermi-temperature ratio, σF (Fig.
1(d)), for other fixed plasma parameters. The solid curves correspond to the adiabatic cases and
the dashed curves refer to the isothermal ones.
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